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Message from
the Founder
(Director)
Dear Stakeholders, When I started my journey in 2005, little did I know that DESIRE
Society would garner such a humbling response in such a limited time. I must begin by
thanking and congratulating each one of supporter for continued support and enthusiasm in
helping us bring our vision to reality. 2019-2020 has been a year of learning, success and a
test of our determination. It has definitely taken us a step closer to our mission. We have
been able to reach out to more children which has helped us touch the lives of approximately
1200+ children. While the fight to eradicate HIV still continues, we can certainly say that made a
positive movement towards that direction. This year has also been a year of exceptional support.
With the addition of US based stakeholders, such as, Concentrix Group and MTXB2B team etc,
Global Giving, Sillicon Valley Community Foundation (SVCF), our DESIRE Society family has
been strengthened further. Support from our Indian stakeholders, such as, the ACCOR Gurugram
is also noteworthy. The support received from this kind of CSR funding enables us to provide a
better life expectancy to our HIV infected / affected children. Our heartfelt gratitude goes out to all
of you who have helped us in our mission to bring hopes in the lives of the children of DESIRE
Society. We thank you for all the love and care that you have given us. Child progression is my
dream.One of eldest girl is on verge of completing studies. It is proud moment for all of us.
Warm Regards,
Mr. G. Ravi Babu
(Founder Director, DESIRE Society)

HIV/AIDS
in India as
an epidemic.
The National AIDS Control Organisation (NACO)
estimated that 2.14 million people lived with
HIV/AIDS in India by 2017. Despite being home
to the world's third-largest population of persons
with HIV/AIDS (as of 2018, with South Africa and
Nigeria having more), the AIDS prevalence rate in
India is lower than that of many other countries.
In 2016, India's AIDS prevalence rate stood at
approximately 0.30%—the 80th highest in the world.
Treatment of HIV/AIDS is primarily via a "drug cocktail"
of antiretroviral drugs and education programs to
help people avoid infection.

FEW FACTS.
1 India has the third largest HIV epidemic in the world, with 2.1 million
people living with HIV.
2 India's epidemic is concentrated among key infected populations,
including sex workers and men who have sex with men. The National
AIDS Control Programme has made particular efforts to reach these two
high-risk groups with HIV interventions.
3 Compared to neighbouring countries, India has made good progress
in reducing new HIV infections by half since 2001.
4 Despite free antiretroviral treatment being available, uptake remains
low as many people face difficulty in accessing clinics.

KEY INFECTED
POPULATIONS IN INDIA
1
2
3
4
5

Sex Workers
Men who have sex with men (MSM)
Transgender people
Migrant workers
Truck drivers

About DESIRE Society
DESIRE Society is a non-profit voluntary organization established in the year of
2004 and registered in year 2005 under Andhra Pradesh Societies Registration Act, 2001
(Act no 35 or, 2001) in Hyderabad . Now the Organization is functioning in India covering five states,
i.e. Andhra Pradesh, Telangana, Karnataka, Delhi-NCR and Maharashtra with several programs
in the field of HIV/AIDS, keeping an objective of health development and well-being of children living
with HIV/AIDS (CLHAs).
The organization focuses on disadvantaged children emphasizing on HIV+ve victims, children
abandoned by one or both parents, children of sex workers, truck drivers and children who have
been abused and belong to poor socio economic conditions. As on today the organization is able
to reach up to 1200 such needy children across the country.

Our Vision
To reduce the stigma and discrimination associated
with HIV/AIDS and lessen the death cases among
the people living with HIV/AIDS in India

Our Mission
To improve the lives of children struggling with the impact
of the HIV/AIDS pandemic in India. We provide shelter,
food, treatment, education and psycho-social support

Our Aim
To reduce the spread of HIV and meet the challenges in
the field of AIDS. We are committed to preventing HIV
infection, facilitating access to treatment, care and support
& lessening the impact of AIDS

Our Objectives
To reduce the morbidity and mortality of the CLHAs
(Children Living with HIV/ AIDS)
To offer stigma free voluntary counseling and treatment facilities for CLHAs.
To help CLHAs access antiretroviral (ARV) drugs from government
and monitor them for drug adherence.
To support orphans and vulnerable children infected and affected with
HIV/AIDS through Institutional Care Homes (ICH).
To advocate for a prejudice free society for the children living with HIV/ AIDS.

Our Presence
INDIA
Noida
(Delhi-NCR)

Mumbai
(Goregaon West)
Navi Mumbai
(Vashi)

Visakhapatnam
Hyderabad
Bengaluru

USA

DS Overseas:

Atlanta City, Georgia State

The United States edition of DESIRE Society was formed in the year 2010 by a group of like-minded
individuals, who not only believed in the cause but also wanted to lend a helping hand from overseas.
Thus, DESIRE Society Inc. was registered as a Charity in the Atlanta city of Georgia State. The
organisation aims at receiving assistance, financial or otherwise, from various sources to aid in the
cause of eradication of HIV/AIDS in India. Today the Charity provides financial assistance and other
resources to our Indian setup. Their support has been instrumental in providing basic amenities,
education,medical assistance and psycho-social support to our children.

Our Programs
Institutional Care Home (ICH)

Shelter & Food
Hygienic, child-friendly and spacious infrastructure • Nutritious and timely meals
In India incidences of HIV are highly prevalent,
especially in the states of Andhra Pradesh,
karnataka, Telangana ,Uttar Pradesh and Maharashtra.
There have been considerable efforts in supporting
the lives suffering with HIV/AIDS but endeavour to
provide care and support to AIDS orphans have been
negligible. DESIRE Society has attempted to bridge
this gap by initiating a program which is committed
to provide treatment, nutrition, shelter, education
and psychological support to children living with
HIV/AIDS (CLHA).
Our Institutional Care Home (ICH) program is aimed
at children from the disadvantaged sections of the
society who are affected and infected by HIV/AIDS.
DESIRE Society children come from various
backgrounds, some are children of sex workers &
truck drivers, and some are victims of abuse, while
some abandoned by their families.
At our ICH, we aim to improve the overall health,
mental development and well-being of our children.
We provide comprehensive care to the 300 children
enrolled in our program across all five city based
locations.

Education and Moral Support

Enrolment to school [ preferably Private English Medium] • In-house study space • Counseling

Social Security

Care for two generations • Marriage & Life settlement

Child Nutrition
and Health
Care
Diagnosis of
HIV infection in
infants and
children

Nutrition Kit for
HIV infected/
affected children

The awareness about HIV/AIDS amongst people belonging to the disadvantaged sections of society is
scarce. attached to the disease make it even more worse for the victims to access the stigma
services required for their well-being. The strong base of servicing such children lies on nutritional/medical
care balance maintained & sustained monitoring on regular basis The services necessary for this kind of
treatment is often hard to be availed in the rural parts of the country.
At DESIRE Society, we have been able to reach out to these victims through our Child Nutrition and
Health Care Camp program. Our objective it is to increase the immunity levels of the children by offering
them proper nutrition and monitoring their health.
Our program runs across all five city based locations and facilitates lives of 900 children Health camps are
organised frequently to detect cases of HIV/AIDS and provide them with the know how & the tools to
manage the disease. Our support is extended to the patients in the form of monthly supplementary
nutrition kits.
Through this program, we have been able to reach
out to the community HIV children in need and
raise awareness at the grassroot level. This
program has helped them become more receptive
and has enabled them to shed their inhibitions
& seek help to combat the disease.

We provide
• Diagnosis of HIV infection in infants and children
• Nutritional Support
• Enumeration of CD4 Cells in HIV children monitored
• ART initiation for children needing treatment
• Diagnosis and management of opportunistic
Infections
• Psycho-social support
• Travel and logistical support

Summer Camp
DESIRE Society is committed to work for the children suffering with HIV/AIDS. We believe in over all
development of a child. Though recreation is pivotal to the growth of any
child, the HIV/AIDS children are often deprived of this most basic joy of childhood. At DESIRE Society we
also aim to fulfill these needs of the children.
In 2009 at Hyderabad we initiated a fun learning program - ‘Summer Camp’, for all our ICH children as
well as other CLHAs to spread happiness, joy and love. Today, we have annual Summer Camps in the
month of May -June across all our five city based locations.
It is a 3-4 days camp wherein the students get to experience fun activities and take part in various
workshops and competitions such as, fashion show, camel rides, art etc. The days are well occupied and the
children take a lot of pleasure in this break from their daily routine. Efforts are made to make this
experience as safe as possible through constant supervision. We provide accommodation, food and
medical assistance during the event to all the CLHAs who attend this camp. They are also given
nutritional supplements, books and stationary at the end of the event. The CLHAs are greatly benefitted
from this event and they look forward to attending the same every year.

Messages

Dr. Raj Kumar
With authenticity I can vouch “safety of special
[HIV ] children “ once admitted in care home.

The time clock sets routine for such children as
we teach them discipline in their daily life. My
day does not closes without having one routine
health check-up for all of them in care home.
Morally and ethically being a doctor by profession,
I treat to extend their life span. But, it is much
deeper relationship with them. I have seen them
transforming from childhood to adolescent phase.
This year ,special counseling sessions were
incorporated to handle such situations effectively.
This year ,we have no casualties. It is encouraging
to see impact of our services as children are
growing up with steady pace.
My childhood memories gets refreshed while
playing with them.
My family is strength when it comes to approach
of uplifting standards of needy children in
community. DESIRE children are part of my
extended family.

Medical Officer , Dr. Y Sunil Kumar
My journey began as a volunteer doctor to see
medical aspect of DESIRE children from inception
itself.
It gives immense pleasure as I could save little lives.
In spite of odds of this disease [ suffering with HIV ]
we come up with solution to safe guard them.
I feel enthusiastic to be part of medical care team.
Medical care is base of their survival. From child
admission till date, we are putting medically advisable
protective measures to ensure smooth life span.
Over-all management of medical side this year seems
to be under stable phase.
Best part of my association is symbolic of “friendly tie
up with these children “. Supporters are integral part of
“saviors force” to make them lead sustainable path
within their limited life span.

MESSAGE FROM HEAD COMMUNICATIONS

Dr. Neelima Atal Mohanty
With each passing year, I feel rejuvenated of association with DESIRE Society-“ Nurturing childhood into
responsible Indian citizens “
A long journey mesmerizes moment when child was holding our hands. Today, they are part of adolescent
phase.It showcases “ mirror replica “ of how these special [ HIV ] children are growing up like any other
normal child in community.
Time is approaching when child will enter job/training side. At present , one of eldest Hyderabad based girl ,
Rekha , getting determined to hold high ranking in enginnering entrance exams.Her "think pad " of
independent standing will attain desirable heights in upcoming years.She has supporter's fan following as
"Dancing Skills" are in her vein.
The youngest , Charan [ 4 years old HIV orphan boy at Hyderabad location ]will never miss opportunity to be
close to well-wishers whom he treats like his parents.” Shower of smiles “ is sign of his spoken language.
The life span longevity of concerned children is resonance of everyone's efforts involved in their upbringing.
It is noteworthy to say “ DESIRE Society will never face isolation when it comes to Caring of Special [ HIV ]
Children in India “.
Supporters do walk-in and make children part of socially driven force as and when need arises. The empathy
shown is way forward in serving children suffering with HIV. We can visualize “ success impregnated stories”
within limited life span of such children.

Dr Ramesh Darbha

Ankita Sinha

HIV has severely affected millions of children in terms
of lack of the opportunity to be just a child and
enjoy. Few essential and instrumental parts of one's
childhood; the love of parents, the happiness and
We, along with our extended teams are grateful &
humbled to work and play our part in serving these joy of playing with friends, and the chance
to attend school are a few among many restrictions.
children.

DESIRE Society has been doing a very noble and
commendable job in serving the HIV infected
children.

We keep them engaged to be always smiling, be
energetic, study well and move forward in life
despite adversities.
Kudos to “ DESIRE Society leadership and above all,
the spirit of all the wonderful children”
Dr. Ramesh Darbha, Sunitha Katta &
Capgemini Insurance Practice Team

Desire Society is highly committed to the mission of
providing a healthy upbringing to the children infected
and affected by this disease and the social stigma
around it. Every initiative taken by the Desire team is
for the betterment and growth of the children. They
have wholeheartedly provided family support,
including financial assistance, support in the disclosure
process, daily routine activities, medical assistance,
and psychological support to the kids.
It's been three years, MTX Group is associated with
Desire kids, and this has helped us understand the
social support needs among adolescents living with
HIV in the transition from pediatric to adult. We have
also learned how we can make a difference in
someone's life by celebrating together and providing
them with opportunities.
We are elated that we are associated with Desire
Society in their wonderful and highly impactful
initiative, and we wish them all the best.
Ankita Sinha
Chief People Officer at MTX Group Inc

RAJENDRAN UNNIKRISHNAN

SUPRIYA RANGANATHAN RAO

I take this opportunity to thank my friends and
relatives, Rotary Clubs across Mumbai to
support me to full fill all the requirements
which was needed by Desire Society Children.
Hope,we will continue the same bonding and
relationships.On behalf of Rotary colleagues of
District 3141,the wishes for a healthy and
peaceful life for such children.Last but not the
least I express my sincere gratitude to Founder,G
Ravi babu, for their unconditional and
opportunity given to serve children.

The desire kids have been my second family since 2010
now, the kind of love that we share when we meet is
unparalleled to, I almost always look forward to going
and meeting my kids and speaking with them, spending
time makes me feel alive all the time. Every year on
world aids day we come together for the rally, the kind of
passion they have whole performing skits, dance is so
fulfilling! Just watching them grow always moves me.
I've known all of them since the last 10 years now and
each time there's a new story, a new kid added to the
family making it larger and happier.
I always look forward to talk to them, they just seem so
happy being along with everyone, I've never heard them
complain about anything and even when they have tiffs,
they resolve them so well, that's the kind of relation they
all have with each other. The sense of belongingness
comes so naturally as you walk in and that I've made sure
my friends celebrate their birthdays there as well and
they're also so well connected to all my kids. Looking
forward to see them real soon!

Children messages
Our success stories

RENUKA
A story of liberation
The life was shattered with loss of both parents with HIV
when I was 6 years old. DESIRE Society gave me hope as
that time my relatives were reluctant to take care due to
HIV status.
My elder sister [ HIV negative ] felt helpless and
started looking for orphanage. Today when I look
back , she made right decision. DESIRE founder ,
G Ravi Babu has treated me like one of eldest girl
in house.
My food and shelter , medication , private
college studies are some of basic needs
fulfilled in timely manner. The inmates
in home are well behaved. The care
givers are helpful when ever need arises.
“DESIRE” is my family and “thankful to
God” to give this home.
Daily routine goes in timely manner.
Food is delicious here. The festivals are
full of colors and enjoyment. I love to do
“Rangoli making” and “art of Jewellary
making” is skill learnt here.
I have learnt to study hard. The
immediate goal to be achieved for me
is completion of BACHELOR OF SCIENCE .
I want to become a teacher .”DESIRE” is
making me strong to achieve goals.
I would love to teach children to never
give up in any circumstances and look for
mentor like I have presence of DESIRE
with me.

DESIRE PRINCESS,BABY
SUSHMA
A story of liberation
I came one year ago to DESIRE home. All is
changed reaching here.
I will get up early in morning and do YOGA
exercise. Food is nicely cooked here. I have
timings set for medication.

The mothers do like and care for me so much. They
make sure that I will not miss my mother.
Here, I love to go to school daily. All in mates are going
together in school rishaw. Back home, I do drawing/
painting. The “ playing with dolls” makes me feel happy.
I am learning dancing steps from teacher at home. All
younger girls are close to me and watch me as ' DIDI “
[ elder sister ] at home. I have so many brothers at home
and love to tie “ Rakhi” to them.
I want to become a doctor one day when I grow up.
Here,everyday I pray to God to “ say- thank you “ .

Special day pics

Why support us?
A donation is the perfect way to carry a charitable cause forward. It doesn't even have to be huge-you
can easily donate the sum you'd put aside for a cup of coffee at Starbucks, or a film, or the latest fashion
accessory. Donating is certainly a noble idea, but pause for a bit before parting with your hard-earned
money. Is every donation the same? Does every rupee donated have the same net result? While getting
into what makes an NGO 'DESIRE'able, let's also see how DESIRE Society able to win trust of the donors
given that a few corporate giants and individuals make frequent donations every year. Because, DESIRE
Society

1 is the right institution
We are registered under the Andhra Pradesh Societies Registration Act and are eligible for legal
status. In addition, we are also registered under the FCRA (Foreign Contribution Regulation Act) to
receive donations from foreign sources implying a great financial stability of the organization. DESIRE
Society is eligible for the tax benefits of charitable donation under Section 80 G of the Income Tax
Act. We also update our financial statements, along with our annual report, on our website.

2 is accountable and transparent
DESIRE Society have no qualms speaking in detail about their management and one can have their
staff on board to audit for complete analysis. We are also open to all forms of public scrutiny. In fact,
our partner SCL (Sudhakar Chartered Account Group, Hyderabad) which has 3-4 level checks by their
auditors has been continuously associating with us for years. This continuity for many years with SCL
is itself a symbol of our transparency and accountability.

3 has its heart in the right place
We are efficient and spend majority of the donation inflows on various initiatives and services. Our
initiatives are effective and directly impacted the life of child. We provide shelter to nearly 300
children, along with their medications, nutrition and education, across various city based care homes.
We were able to save more than 900 lives by our health care camps.
DESIRE Society's genuineness comes from its clearly stated objective, operations, practices and
high levels of governance and integrity.

World AIDS day
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Contact us:
HYDERABAD
Dr Neelima Atal Mohanty
9-367/2, K.B.R Colony,
IDA Bollarum Village, Jinnaram Mandal,
Sangareddy Dist. - 502 325
Telangana, India
M: +917330883303
E: mohanty_desire@yahoo.com

MUMBAI (Goregaon West)
Sayoni Tuppe
36/277 Motilal Nagar Part III
Off M.G Road, Goregaon West
Mumbai - 400 062
Maharashtra, India
M: +918655515800
E:desirepcnmbi@gmail.com

BENGALURU
E M Subhash
76/1 Kothnoor Dinne,
8th phase J P Nagar, Bengaluru – 560 078
Karnataka, India
▪ M: +919880876760
E: desire_subhash@yahoo.com

VISAKHAPATNAM
P Lakshmana
D. No. 27-3-189, Srinagar Official Colony,
Gajuwaka,
Visakhapatnam- 530026
Andhra Pradesh, India
M: +917330883307
E: desiremovzg@gmail.com

NAVI MUMBAI (VASHI)
Sangharsh
Plot 193, Sector 28, Vijaya Dairy Lane,
Vashi,
Navi Mumbai - 400 062
Maharashtra, India
M: +918566615600
E:desirepcnmbi@gmail.com
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NOIDA
Ashish Maheshwari
A 202, Sector 92
Noida - 201 304
Uttar Pradesh, India
M: +919870294420
E:desirermogrg@gmail.com

